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Libraries Transform
The American Library Association just introduced a new publicity campaign
called “Libraries Transform.” This campaign speaks to me as a Catholic
librarian because I truly believe that my library can be a part of God’s formation
of our seminarians and lay students of theology here at St. Mary’s in Houston.
Appropriately, according to the grammar of the campaign, it is libraries that
transform, not librarians. For while we can be the instruments of God’s grace
to our patrons, it is the Holy Spirit who does the transforming. We remain
humbly in the background of God’s work where, in the words of Mother
(soon to be Saint) Teresa, we are “God’s pencil[s].”
In current library literature, however, we find librarians who push themselves
to the foreground. Many librarians appear to worry a lot about how others
perceive them — their jobs, their relevance, their professionalism. Catholic
librarians have a different view. While it is good to serve the current needs of
our patrons rather than some idealized past need or what are often our own
needs, Catholic librarians know that service — and yes, humble service —is at
the heart of what we do. We are called not to be librarian rockstars, but to
be humble servants of the Word.
It would be a good thing as Catholic librarians to think about how our libraries
transform lives and people and even souls. How do our school libraries
transform little ones from pre-readers to readers? How do our high school
libraries transform non-readers to readers? How do our parish libraries
transform unevangelized Christians into evangelized ones? How do our college,
university, and seminary libraries transform students into well-informed and
well-formed theological thinkers? And how do all our libraries aid our patrons
in living as loving followers of Jesus Christ?
Our libraries have a great freedom and a great responsibility that public
libraries, public schools, and public universities don’t have. We can ask these
questions of ourselves and our libraries. Let us do so now. Let us ask ourselves
how our libraries transform and then let us enlighten our schools, parishes,
universities, and seminaries about what we discover. Let us share with our
colleagues what we discover, especially our colleagues in the Catholic Library
Association. And finally, let us share with our broader Catholic community
what we have discovered. (Those of us who do not work in Catholic libraries
can still advocate for them to the wider Catholic community.) Let us explain the
essentialness of Catholic libraries for living authentic lives. n
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